


Q.Checkup puts market insights  
at your fingertips, making 
data-led decisions easy
 

In a competitive market, it’s important that your 
strategies and decisions are based on hard evidence. 
Q.Checkup gives your team access to unrivalled 
market insights, with this web-based insight tool.

Make informed decisions by understanding the market performance of your products. 
Understand market share and growth. Pinpoint under penetrated areas and direct 
your sales force more effectively. Quantify the effects of your strategic decisions.



Key benefits
• Provides your business with an objective  

view of market performance:

• View of market share

• Ability to understand where you  
are losing or gaining market share

• Highlights market trends

• Highlights sales force effectiveness

• Key indicator on where and how to optimise  
your sales force to drive market share

• Assists with forecasting—5 years  
of historical sales data

• Enables easy access to your product  
category data to answer questions  
on-the-go

What is Q.Checkup?
Q.Checkup is a self-serve insight portal for the medical device market, giving 
you access to market insights across your product portfolio. Its outputs 
help businesses drive strategies across products, regions, providers and 
treatment areas. Q.Checkup provides a 360 view of your market performance 
to help you understand how best to grow your business.



About 
Quantium 

Understand product and market 
performance like never before. 
Q.Checkup gives you a consistent 
view of your marketing performance 
across your business.

Full access to data for your product 
categories. Robust and real time 
analytics, driving decisions with 
confidence.

Quantium offers a 15 year track record  
of innovation in data science. We 
combine the best of human and 
artificial intelligence to power 
possibilities for individuals, 
organisations and society.

Q.Checkup 
features
Accessible from anywhere: Our web-based 
software is optimised for desktop, mobile  
and tablet, giving you customer insights  
at your desk or on-the-go. 

Insight ready: Pre-defined reports to answer 
key business questions, that are intuitive  
and simple to use.

Market-centric growth: Deeper understanding 
of your performance against the market 
will enable you to unlock clear growth 
opportunities.

Common language: Q.Checkup is used 
by commercial and product teams — and 
can be used as the source of truth on your 
performance.

Business relevance: Reports focused  
on providing clear insights to support sales 
force effectiveness and business strategies.
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For further information  
on Q.Checkup, please contact  
checkup.help@quantium.co.za


